Móz Designs’ New Skinz Collection Takes Design Cues from Nature
The Skinz Collection couples rich, organic finishes with industrial-grade durability
(Oakland, CA) August 2021 — Award-winning metal experts, Móz Designs, are excited to introduce the new
Skinz Collection, a line of metal panels capturing the texture and depth of earth’s natural materials. Made
from solid-core aluminum laminated with architectural-grade embossed vinyl films, Skinz takes on the
appearance of decorative metals, wood, and stone. As the design industry continues to seek out rich,
natural textures in hospitality, education, healthcare, and corporate environments, the Skinz Collection
offers a light-weight, cost-efficient opportunity to bring these grounded textures into shared spaces.
“The warm, organic look of the Skinz Collection complements any design aesthetic and sets the tone for
welcoming communal spaces,” says Tripp Sandford, Co-Founder of Móz Designs. “As we enter a new
chapter in our health-conscious world, offering a sense of comfort while rising to the new standard of
cleanliness and stability is a crucial component of design.”

The Skinz Collection launches with six new designs—Charwood, Wenge Wood, LunaGold, Aged Bronze,
Aged Gold and Glacier—providing architects and designers more opportunities to bring natural textures
into commercial spaces through design-forward columns, walls, and partition solutions. Skinz’s durable
aluminum panels also accommodate new health and safety standards and heavy-duty cleaning products
with their smooth, easy-to-clean surfaces.

Skinz’s six colorways can also be transposed onto
Móz’s signature Corrugated metal panels. Optimizing
movement and depth, Móz’s Corrugated metal panels
give new life to the traditionally industrial material.
Available in all of their color collections and finishes,
Móz illustrates the softer side of Corrugated metal.
Designed with 100% recyclable aluminum, one of the
most sustainable materials in the world, the Skinz
Collection contributes to Móz’s effort to reduce their
carbon footprint and provide specifiers with more
sustainable options throughout the design process.
Solid core aluminum sheets are available in a variety of
thicknesses ranging from .040" to .125”. Corrugated
options are made from solid core aluminum [ASTM
B209] available in .040” sheets. Standard sheet sizes
are 47" x 96" and 47" x 120" and corrugated panels are
available in 44-1/4" x 96" and 44-1/4" x 120" sheets.

About Móz Designs
Metals + Architectural Products
Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal sheets, columns, ceilings, walls, and room dividers in
Oakland, CA. Using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain, Móz redefines metal surfacing materials
to create architectural metal products for commercial, hospitality, workplace, transportation,
entertainment, and retail markets, from large-scale exterior installations to easy-to-assemble products
and surface applications. Móz’s innovative products, solutions, and dedication to customer service help
designers achieve their vision on time and on budget. The Móz business, a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Armstrong World Industries since August 2020, operates independently but collaboratively with AWI. Visit
mozdesigns.com for more information or follow us on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIN.
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